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Addendum

1. The following reports under Article 16 of the Agreement on the Inplementation
of' Article VI cf the GATTohave been received fram Canada and the United States.

2. Parties to the Agreement which have not yet submitted reports are invited
to do s8 without delay.

CANADA

1. Cases pending as of 1 July 1977: (14)

- 12robydroxystearic acid fam Brazil
- Acrylic Éheet from the United States, Taiwan, Japan and the Federal
Republic of Germany

- Metal parts cabinets from Denmark
- Photo albums with self-adhesive leaves and solf-adhesive leaves fram
Hong Kong, Japan and the Republic of Korea

- Wide flange steel beams from the United Kingdom, France, Japan, the
Republic of South Africa, Belgium and Luxembourg

- Bicycles, assembled or unaswambled, etc. from Taiven and the Republic
of Korea

- Stainless steel plate and stoinless steel sheet fram the Federal Republic
of Germany and Japan

- Hot-rolled carbon steel bar size anglss having each leg les8 than 3 inches
in length fram Japan

- Ladies' genuine and simulated leather handbags from the Republic of Korea,
Hong Kong and Taivan
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Nylon continuous filament textured yarr~15 to 50 denier from
Austria, Finland, France, the Federal Republic of Germany,
the Netherlands, Israel, Malta,. Switzerland, the United Kingdom
and the United States
Ball-type metal furniture casters from the Republic of Korea and
Japan

Industrial press-on solid rubber tyres from Ireland
Maleic anhydride from the United States , the Federal Republic of
Germany, Austria, France, Italy, Belgium and Japan
Mobile home furnaces produced by Intertherm Inc,United States

2. Investigations opened 1.July 1977 to 30 June 1978: (19)

- Bicycle tyres, pneumatic, having a diameter of 18 inches or
greater from Taiwan and Korea

- Hermetic compressors from Denmark, the Federal Republie of Germany,
Italy, Japan and Singapore

- Electric slow cookers fronm Japan and Hong Kong
- Consumer adhesives, namely school glue, white paste, white glue,
mucilage and rubber cement, produced by or on behalf of Ross
Chemical Company, Detroit, Michigan, United States

- Slate bed billiards, pool and snooker tables from the United States
-Steel wire rope, galvanized or ungalvanized having a diameter of
1/8 inch to 1 3/4 inches from Japan and Korea

- Forged steel gate, globe and check valves 1/4 inch to 2 inches
from the United Kingdom

- Canned whole tomatoes from Israel, Italy Spain and Taiwan
- Semi-automatic and automatic strapping and tying machines from
the Federal Republic of Germany and the United States

- Artificial graphite electrodes and graphite connecting pins from
Japan

- Stainless steel, screwed end, cast pipe fittings (elbows, tees and
plugs) for use with pipe of nominal pipe size 1/4 inch to 2 inches
inclusive from Israel and Japan

- Integral horsepower induction motors, one horsepower (1 h.p.) to
200 horsepower (200 h.p.) inclusive from the United States ;

- Wooden clothespins fram Romania, Rong Kong, Taiwan and Denmark
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- Polypropylene homopolymer and copolymer resins from Belgium,
the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the United States

- Retained glycerine from the United States
- Waterproof rubber footwear and snowmobile boots from Czechoslovakia,
Poland, Republic of Korea and Taivan

- Pre-painted, free standing, metal utility shelving for light duty
residential use; of bolted assembly, with or without customizing
accessories; and including component parts and accessories from
the United States

- Stainless steel pipe and tubing from Japan, Australia, the
United Kingdom, the United States, the Federal Republic of Germany
and Sweden

- Upright corn brooms, wire bound and stitched from Mexico

3. Investigationsterminated during the period 1 July 1977 to (6)
30 June 1978:
- Bicycle tyres, pneumatic having a diameter of 18 inches or greater

from Taiwan and Korea
- Consumer adhesives, namely school glue, white paste, white glue,
mucilage and rubber cement, produced by or on behalf of Ross
Chemical Company, Detroit, Michigan, United States

- Semi-automatic and automatic strapping and typing machines from
the Federal Republic of Germany and the United States

- Photo albums with self-adhesive leaves and self-adhesive leaves
frpm Hong Kong, Japan and the Republic of Korea

- Nylon continuous filament textured yarn 15 to 50 denier from
Austria, Finland, France, the Federal Republic of Germany,
the Netherlands, Israel, Malta, Switzerland, the United Kingdom
and the United States

- Mobile home furnaces produced by Intertherm Inc., United States

4. Investigations partially terminated during the period (3)
1July1977to30June1978:

- Hermetic compressors from Demark, the Federal Republic af Germany,
Italy, Japan and Singapore
(Termination with respect to Denmark, the Federal Republic of
Germany and Japan)
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- Caned whole tomatoes from Israel, Italy, Spain and Taiwai
(Termination with respect to Spain)

- Maleic anhydride from the United States, Pederal Republic of Germany,
Austria, France, Italy, Belgium and Japan
(Termination with respect to Austria)

5. Cases on which provisional action was taken during 1 July 1977 (18)
to 30 June 1978:

12-bydroxystearic acid from Brazil
Acrylic sheet from the United States, Taiwan, Japan and the
Federal Republic of Germany

- Metal parts cabinets fromDenmark -:
- Wide ftange stoeel beams frm the United Kingdom, France, Japan;
the Républic of South Africa, Belgium and Luxembourg

- Bicycles, assembled or unassefboed, etc. aram Taiwan end the
Republic of Korea

- Stainless steel plate and stainless steel sheet from the Federal
Republic of Gemany and Japan

- Hot-rolled carbon steel bar size angles having each leg less than
3 inches in length from Japan

- Ladies' genuine and simulated leatherohandbags fram the Republic
of Korea, Hong wong and Taiva

- Bal1-fupe metal iQrnitureomasters fr=a the Republic of Korea and
Japan

- Industrial press-on solid rubber tyres from Ireland
- Maleicfaohydride tram the United States, the Fedecal Republie of
Germany, France, Italy, Belgium and Japan

c Hennetic tompmessors froe Italy and Singapore
- Electric slowocookers fram Japan and Hong Kong
- Slate bed billiards, pool and snoaker tables from the United States
- Steel virearope, galvenized or ungalvenized having afdiameter oa
1/8 in h to 1 f/o-inches tram Jaean and Koréa

- Forged steel gate, globe and check valves 1/4 inch tf o inches tram
Kthe onitedÇingdam

- Cannmatowhflomtatoes trm Israel, Itwly and Taivan
- Artificial graphite electrodes and graphite conneftong pins tram Japan
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6. Cases on which final decision reached during the period 1 July 1977
to 30 June 1978

(a) Anti-dumping duties imposed: (13)

- 12-hydroxystearic acid from Brazil
- Ladies' genuine and simulated leather handbags fromthe Republic

of Korea, Hong Kong and Taiwan
- Bicycles assembled or unassembled, etc. from Taiwan and the
Republic of Korea

- Industrial press-on solid rubber tyres from Ireland
- Wide flange steel beams from the United Kingdom, France, Japan,
the Republic of South Africa, Belgium and Luxembourg
(duties imposed on certain products; no duties imposed on Beigium)

- Hot-rolled carbon steel bar size angles having each leg less than
3 inches in length from Japan

- Stainless steel plate and stainless steel sheet from the Federal
Republic of Germany and Japan

(no duties imposed on plate; except for 4 grades of sheet, duties
imposed on sheet)

- Ball-type metal furniture casters from the Republic of Korea and
Japan
(no duties imposed on casters from Japan)

- Maleic ahydride from the United States, the Federal Republic of
Germany, France, Italy, Belgium and Japan

(no duties imposed on maleic anhydride from France, Belgium and Japan)
- Hermetic compressors fromItaly and Singapore

(no duties imposed on imports from Italy)
- Electric slow cookers from Japen and Hong Kong
- Slate bed billiards, pool and snooker tables fromthe United States

- Canned whole tomatoes from Israel, Italy and Taiwan
(no duties imposed on Israel and Italy)

(b) Cases settled through price undertakings: (NIL)
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(c) Cases terminated - no anti-dumping duties imposed: (4)

- Acrylic sheet from the United States, Taiwan, Japan and the
Federal Republie of Germany

Metal parts cabinets from Denmark
- Steel wire rope, galvanized or ungalvanized having a diameter

of 1/8 inch to 1 3/4 inches from Japan and the Republic of Korea
- Forged steel gate, globe and check valves 1/4 inch to 2 inches

from the United Kingdom

Review of prior decision

(a) Review initiated leading to rescission of finding and (2)
revocation of anti-dumping duties:

- Slide fasteners or zippers, and parts thereof manufactured by
Yoshida Kogyo K.K., Japan

- Vinyl coated fibre glassinsect screening originating in the
United States

(b) Review initiated ieading to confïrmation of initial (NIL)
injury finding:

(c) Review in progress: (3)

- Disposable glass culture tubes from the United States
- Electric can openers from Japan
- Right voltage alternating current circuit breakers from France

and Japan
7. Cases Pending as of 1 July 1978: (10)

- Artificial graphite electrodes and graphite connecting pins
from Japan

- Stainless steel, screved end, dast pipe fittings (elbows, tees
and plugs) for use with pipe of nominal pipe size 1/4 inch to
2 inches inclusive from Israel and Japan

- Integral horsepower induction motors, one horsepower (1 h.p.) to
200 horsepower (200 h.p.) inclusive from the United States

- Pre-painted, free standing, metal utility shelving for light duty
residential use; of bolted assembly, with or without customizing
accessories; end including component parts and accessories from
the United States
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- Stainless steel pipe andtubing from Japan, Australia, the United
Kingdom, the United States, the Federal Republic of Germany and
Sweden

- Upright corn brooms, wire bound and stitched from Mexico
- Wooden clothespinsfrom Romanis, Hong Kong, Taiwen and Demark

- Polypropylene homopolymer and copolymer resins fromBelgium,
the Netherlands, the United Kingdom and the United States

- Refined glycerine from the United States
- Waterproof rubber footwear and snowmobile boots from Czechoslovakia,
Poland, the Republic of Korea and Taiwan
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UNITED STATES

I. Cases pending as or 1 July 1977

Total - 16

II. Investigationsopened 1 July 1977-30 June 1978

The following forty-four investigations were opened as a result of
proceedings initiated in the course of the applicable period:

Rayon staple fibre - Austria
Cold rolled and galvanized sheets of carbon steel - Belgium
Rayon staple fibre - Belgium

Methyl alcohol - Brazil
Methyl alcohol - Canada
Portland hydraulic cement - Carada
Steel wire nails - Canada

Offset printing paper - Canada
Silicon metal - Canada

Rayon staple fibre - Finland
Low-carbonwire rods - France
Cold rolled and galvanized sheets of carbon steel - France

Nylon yarn - France

Rayon staple fibre - France

Steel strand for prestressed concrete - India

Cold rolled and galvanized sheets of carbon steel - Italy
Cumene - Italy
Rayon staple fibre - Italy
Motorcycles - Japan
Sorbates - Japan
Certain structural carbon steel - Japan
Certain carbon steel sheets - Japan
Certain carbon steel plates - Japan
Certain carbon steel pipes and tubes - Japan
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Audible signal alarms - Japan

Steel strand for prestressed. concrete - Japan

Pneumatic marine fenders Japan

Nylon yarn - Japan

Colour photographic paper - Japan

Stainlees steel round wire - Japan

Steel wire rope - Korea

Bicycle tyres and tubes - Korea

Cold rolled and galvanized sheets of carbon steel - Netherlands

Cumene - Netherlands

Rayon staple fibre - Sweden

Bicycle tyres and tubes - Republic of China
Cold rolled and galvanized sheets of carbon steel - United Kingdom
Carbon steel wire rods - United Kingdom""":

Structural carbon steel shapes - United Kimgdoe
Structural carbon steel plates - United Kimgdo*

Structural carbon steel stripe - United Kingdom
Structural carbon steel bars - UnitedgKimadoz
Cold rolled and galvanized sheets of carbon steel - Pederal Repcblie
of Germany
Colour photographic paper - Federal Repcblie of Germany

mI. Cases on whiproviroisional action tokenJ1 Zuly 197h turotih
30 June 1976

Thropz-visilnai action taken under United Stateswlav is twe vithholding
of appraisement of the imported product.

A. The following eleven cases involved provïsional actiown, here the
proceedinws vere initiated before the bogiginzof the applicable period:

Rayon staple fibre - Austria
Ice hockey sticks - Finland
cSarchain - aJapn
Welded stainless steel pipe and tubing - aap.n
Carbon steel plate - aapon
Impression fabric of man-made fibre - Japan
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PVC sheet and film - Republic of China

Inedible gelatine and animal glue - Yugoslavia

Inedible gelatine and animalglue - Federal Repubic of Germany
Inedible gelatine and animal glue - Sweden

Inedible gelatine and animal glue - Netherlands

B. The following six cases involved provisional action, where the
proceeding was initiated after the beginning of the applicable period:

Rayon staple fibre - Belgium
Portland hydraulic cement - Canada

Sorbates - Japan
Motorcycles - Japan
Seel strand for prestressed concrete - Japan

Steel wire rope - Korea

IV. Cases on which final decisions reached 1 July 1977-30 June 1978

A. Anti-dumping duties imposed.

The following ten cases involved a decision where the proceeding was
initiated before the beginning of the applicable period:

Bailway track maintenance equipment - Austria

Parts for self-propelled bituminous paving equipment -Canada
Pressure sensitive plastic tape - Italy

Carbon steel plate - Japan

Impression fabric of man-made fibre - Japan
Animal glue - Netherlands

Animal glue - Sweden

PVC sheet and film - Republic of China
Animal glue - Federal Republic of Germany
Animal glue - Yugoslavia

B. Cases settled through price undertakings.

The following case involved undertakings here the proceding was
initiated before the beginning of the applicable period:

Rayon staple fibre - Austria
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C. Cases dismissed.

Cases may be dismissed either by a determination by the Secretary of
the Treasury of no sales at less than fair value, a termination of
investigation, a determination by the International Trade Commission of no
injury to the United States industry, or a termination or withdrawal of
complaint by the petitioner.

There were no cases dismissed by a determination of no sales at less
than fair value during the applicable period.

The following four cases dismissed involved a determination of no
injury by the International Trade Commission and where the proceedings
were initiated before the beginning of the applicable period:

Ice hockey sticks - Finland
Saccharin - Japan

Saccharin - Korea

Pressure sensitive plastic tape - Federal Republic of Germany

The following five cases dismissed involved a termination of
investigation based on a preliminary no injury determination by the
International Trade Commission:

Methyl alcohol - Brazil
Offset printing paper - Canada

Colour photographic paper - Japan

Nylon yarn - Japan

Colour photographic paper - Federal Republic of Germany

The following five cases dismissed involved a termination of
investigation based on the withdrawal of petitions:

Certain structural carbon steel - Japan

Certain carbon steel sheets - Japan

Certain carbon steel plates - Japan
Certain carbon steel pipes - Japan
Stainless steel round wire - Japan

V. Revocation of anti-dumping findings 1 July 1977-30 June 1978

The following dumping findings were modified or revoked with regard
to the listed companies:

Mexican sulphur - Azufrera Pansmericana
Canadian potash - Duvall and Amax Potash Ltd.
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VI. Cases pending as of 30 June 1978

Total - 35

A. The following case involved proceedings initiated before the beginning
of the applicable period:

Welded stainless steel pipe and tubing - Japan

B. Thirty-four pending cases involved proceedings initiated in the course
of the applicable period.

VII. Dumping findings outstanding as of 30 June 1978

Total - 75

Water circulating pumps - United Kingdom
Acrylic sheet - Japan
Melamine - Japan

Swimming pools - Japan
Pressure sensitive plastic tape - Italy

Parts for paving equipment - Canada

Railway track maintenance equipment - Austria

Inedible gelatine and animal glue - Yugoslavia
Inedible gelatine and animal glue - Federal Republic of Germany

Inedible gelatine and animal glue - Sweden
Inedible gelatine and animal glue - Netherlands

Carbon steel plate - Japan
Impression fabric - Japan
PVC sheet and film - Japan
Portland cement - Sweden

Portland cement - Belgium
Portland grey cement - Portugal
Portland cement - Dominican Republic
Steel reinforcing bars - Canada

Carbon steel bars and structural shapes - Canada

Steel jacks - Canada
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Cast iron soil pipe - Poland

Titanium sponge - USSR

Pig iron - USSR

Pig iron - Czechoslovakia
Pig iron - East Germany

Pig iron - Romania
Potash - Canada

Aminoscetie acid (glycine) - France

Steel bars, reinforcing bars, and shapes - Australia

Whole dried eggs - Netherlands

Tuners - Japan

Television receiving sets - Japan

Ferrite cores - Japan

Ceramic vall tile - United Kingdom
Clear plate and float glass - Japan

Clear sheet glass - Japan

Pig iron - Federal Republic of Germany
Pig iron - Canada
Pig iron - Finland
Clear sheet glass - Republic of China
Tempered sheet glass - Japan

Clear sheet glass - France

Clear sheet glass - Italy
Clear sheet glass - Federal Republic of Germany
Ice cream sandwich waters - Canada

Diamond tips for phonograph needles - United Kingdom

Fish netting of man-made fibres - Japan
Large power transformer - France

Large power transformer - Italy
Large power transformers - Japan

Large power transformers - Switzerland

Large power transformers - United Kingdom
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Asbestos cement pipe - Japan
Elemental sulphur - Mexico
Cadmium - Japan

Instant potato granules - Canada

Dry-cleaning machinery - Federal Republic of Germany
Bicycle speedometers - Japan

Canned Bartlett pears - Australia

Roller chain, other than bicycle - Japan

Stainless steel plate - Sweden

Synthetic methionine - Japan

Printed vinyl film - Brazil
Printed vinyl film - Argentina
Stainless steel wire rods - France

Steel wire rope - Japan
Polychloroprene rubber - Japan

Elemental sulphur - Canada

Expanded metal, of base metal - Japan
Calcium pantothenate - Japan

Racing plates (auminium horseshoes) - Canada

Picker sticks - Mexico
Electric golf cars - Poland

Birch three-ply doorskins - Japan


